
Preface  

A sonnet is the diamond of poetry. From the rough matter of only fourteen 

lines, unique gems emerge in the hands of master craftsmen who cut the facets that 

give the stone its sparkling radiance. The western tradition of sonnet writing begins 

in late medieval Italy. Though its roots may be in Sicily, the Italian sonnet is 

identified with Petrarch, Dante, even Michaelangelo. By diplomacy and trade it 

soon spreads to the court poets of France (la Pléiade) and through Thomas Wyatt 

and The Earl of Surrey to England.  

         Readers generally think of the sonnet as having two forms: the Italian sonnet 

divided into an octave and sestet with only two rhymes in the first section, abba 

abba, and three rhymes cde in varying order in the second; and the English sonnet 

composed to three quatrains and a final couplet: abab cdcd efef gg.  

         Throughout its history, sonnet form has been cut into original shapes by fine 

hands unsuited to mere imitation. The English poet Edmund Spencer linked 

quatrains to form a perfect chain. He, and a number of other English poets 

including Shakespeare, Sidney, and Drayton made longer chains, after the fashion 

of the French poet Ronsard, creating sonnet sequences that tell a story of love and 

often loss. These same passions affected the religious poets such as Donne and 

Herbert who turned sonnets to prayers. Over centuries, sonnets never lost their 

brilliance though they shape-shifted like magicians and extended their range from 

love and faith to politics and war.  Many English writers favored the Italian sonnet 

form, from Milton and Wordsworth to the American modernist Edna St. Vincent 

Millet. Others altered essential form by cutting or adding to the number of lines. 

The Russian poet Pushkin stretched the Italian form in a complex manner that 

enabled him to compose his opera Eugene Onegin entirely of sonnets.  

         The twentieth century was a great period of  transformational sonnet writing; 

it produced everything from Rainer Maria Rilke’s mythic Sonnets to Opheus, to 

experimental sonnets with half-rhymes, one word rhymes and no rhymes at all. 

         Sonnets, like diamonds, are these days cut and polished around the world. On 

the Subcontinent, they have been written in a host of languages, including Bengali, 

the original language of Hassanal Abdullah’s Swatantra Sonnets. He has been 

perfecting this form since the 1990s and has composed over 210. Some have 

adopted this form, inEnglish, Caroline Gill, a London poet, and by two Bengali 

poets Robiul Manik and Anisur Rahman Apu. This selection, translated by the 



author, can be thought of as a collection of gems that illuminate his originality of 

form. 

         Rough diamonds are generally cleaved into pieces of unequal size to produce 

gems by  cutting  facets that intensifies color, clarity and brilliance. Abdullah, a 

teacher of mathematics as well as a poet, has deliberately cleaved his sonnet into 

two equal segments, sometimes bridged by an enjambed line. He has also 

constructed an original rhyme scheme abcdabc efgdefg. The great puzzle is the d-

line buried mid-point in each half, forcing the reader to search for this hidden facet 

of rhyme. The overall effect of separating rhymes casts light more on meaning and 

metaphor than on sound. 

         In Abdullah’s love sonnets, for example, the perfect symmetry of the two 

halves carries the meaning of gender equality, which is one of his core themes. His 

metaphoric allusions expressing this ying/yang attraction and balance are to cosmic 

bodies, day and night, the tides, a “Great tune/ of well-known melodies, memories, 

human waves—” (#70). Many of his sonnets use the language of radiance we 

associate with diamonds. He speaks of the “dazzling glow” (#72) and “astounding 

spark” (#77) of the beloved. Some of the sonnets resonate with erotic passion and 

urgency; others unfold gently like flower petals. In one wry, satiric sonnet alluding 

to the seventy virgins promised to the faithful as “dazzling diamond[s]” the poet 

backs off in fright begging, “do not take me to Paradise;/ one has seized me, with 

seventy, I will die fast!” (#94). 

         This playful expression of fright stands in sharp contrast to his looming fear 

of nuclear war that threatens to cancel all time and bring our planet to an explosive 

end: “The world trembles in fear of atomic fusions./Splitting its rib of grief. . . “ 

(#111). No less than in Renaissance sonnets, time and decay are among Abdullah’s 

frequent themes, and in the imagery of metaphysical poetry, he finds some sinew 

of hope: “I search for time’s vein . . .drawing blood for a credible cure” (#117). 

         Despite this “heinous era” Abdullah finds that both poetry and mathematics 

still “rapture” his heart and mind. Though he has written an epic poem on the 

cosmos, it is easy to see how the sonnet distills his passion. Sonnets, like diamonds 

“are forever.” They are eternal, quintessential forms cut and polished from nature 

that allow the reader, in the words of William Blake, to “hold Infinity in the palm 

of your hand” (Marriage of Heaven and Hell) 

         Hassanal Abdullah’s  sonnets pass glimpses of this immensity to those who 

will receive them with open hands. 



Joan Digby, November, 2016 

 

SWATANTRA SONNET 2    

I revealed one more mission at twenty-seven. 

Though it's hard to say if I asked for it or not, 

but it clinched me for my art, not for the rough role 

of mind—rearranged in a rare reflective slide. 

When tensions flourish out of a secluded den, 

my love, let me know how you feel, before we float 

in a monsoon. The bird that stays up for the whole 

 

night, you know how much bliss is drifted in his heart! 

Tearing the quests, ripping the wings of our narrow 

dreams, I offer my rhythm and rhyme of the day.  

Walking towards the glistening spray of swirling tide, 

clearly pasted, crystallized in me as the part 

of craft. If we clinch the Sahara-like life now, 

our kin will for sure claim the sun to dry the hay. 
 


